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Executive summary
challenge

the increasing reliance on web-based applications has had significant unintended 
consequences. as customers, partners and employees rely on It-supported applications  
to acquire products and services, business managers now have limited visibility into  
the end-user experience, creating a blind spot that adds risk to their organization.  
are essential services being delivered? are transactions being fulfilled? are critical 
applications compliant with service level agreements (slas)? are end-user problems 
detected and resolved in a timely fashion? this new generation of web applications 
requires a new approach to management that closely links It and the Business. 

opportunity

this paper discusses how organizations can regain visibility into the success of their 
online transactions and the quality of the end-user experience. the focus is on the 
meaningful insight that monitoring an online transaction at the individual user level 
provides into the nature, severity and business impact of poor application performance. 
whether they are external customers, suppliers, or employees, end-user monitoring 
creates actionable, fact-based information that ensures web applications are fully 
serving their purpose—from the customer and business points of view.

Benefits

By monitoring critical end-user business transactions as they move through the web 
application infrastructure, It can share critical intelligence with business stakeholders 
and better manage application performance and availability. In this way, the organization 
can work collaboratively to achieve common objectives: superior service delivery,  
end-user satisfaction and assurance of revenue streams. 
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Introduction

Critical Business transactions are Moving Online
leading organizations are migrating critical business functions to the web to reduce inefficiencies 
by removing the people and processes that separate customers from products or services.  
the advantages are clear: customers, partners, and employees can serve themselves, increasing 
revenue while reducing costs.

this increasing reliance on web-based applications has had significant unintended consequences. 
as customers, partners and employees rely on It services, business managers now have limited 
visibility into the end-user experience, creating a blind spot that adds risk to their organization. 
are essential services being delivered? are transactions being carried out properly? are critical 
applications compliant with service level agreements (slas)? are end-user problems detected 
and resolved in a timely fashion? what is the cost of poor web application performance? 

traditional Management tools are Not enough
to answer these questions and reduce the risks associated with online service delivery, 
organizations need more than traditional monitoring and analysis based on average 
performance metrics or help desk call tracking. they need to implement effective end-user 
transaction monitoring and management 

this paper discusses the necessity of monitoring end-user transactions for effectively measuring 
sla compliance and for conducting prioritized problem solving based on the business impact  
of poor performing transactions. the paper also describes how end-user transaction monitoring 
benefits multiple stakeholders in the organization. with effective monitoring in place, business 
managers benefit from superior service delivery, higher rates of end-user satisfaction and 
improved revenue streams. For It, end-user monitoring provides an end-to-end transaction 
view that enables the It team as a whole to work collaboratively to solve problems and achieve 
performance and availability goals from the user point of view.
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SeCtiON 2

the need for Real-time customer transaction Data
Visibility into the online end-user experience is critical for both the business side and the  
It side of an organization. 

Business Needs to Know:

• wHIcH end-users are affected by any slowdowns or transaction problems? 

• wHat is happening now? How many transactions have succeeded or failed? the scale  
of service problems cannot be simply measured in the number of help desk calls. 

• How lonG does it take to complete a transaction? when an end-user complains  
that an application is slow, what does “slow” really mean? 

• wHat is the business impact from service problems? this includes reduced revenues, 
damage to brand and increased end-user frustration. 

it Needs to Know:

• wHat exactly is the problem? can we find out before the call center escalates the issue? 
are we recording the right metrics so we can accurately analyze the problem? 

• wHy is the problem happening? can we see a specific impact across the infrastructure? 
which tier?

• wHERE should we direct resources to solve the problem? 

• How should we prioritize problems, based on business goals and slas? 

Visibility into online transactions is complicated by the increasing complexity of today’s 
heterogeneous, soa-based web application environments. as illustrated in Figure a 
below, each individual transaction follows a complex path through a large number  
of applications, servers, networks and other elements across the application infrastructure  
and over the Internet. the applications themselves are increasingly complex, and each 
individual transaction involves multiple steps and procedures. 

typiCal end-to-end transaCtionfigure a

today’s online transactions must 
traverse extremely complex 
environments that involve an 
increasing number of processes  
and technologies. 
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Multiply this complexity by the increasing number of end-users and application transactions, 
and it comes as no surprise that It professionals are struggling to manage and control the 
delivery of essential business processes and the slas that govern them. 

In a recent ca wily Industry Benchmark survey, respondents reported that the time required 
to identify incidents is a serious and persistent challenge, typically 5-10 hours. while most 
problems are solved in a day, fully 30 percent are not solved the same day. the respondents 
also stated that when problems are reactively identified by multiple end-user complaints, 
they take longer to resolve. and, when problems are reactively identified by multiple end-user 
complaints, they take longer to resolve.

little issues add up

 

Figure B above highlights how visibility is hampered in a complex, composite application 
environment where multiple stakeholders are expected to contribute to application 
availability using multiple tools. In a traditional performance monitoring system where 
individual components are viewed as silos, each management tool might be able to report 
99% or better availability. However, with the complexity of today’s systems, a large number  
of little issues can quickly impact the end-user experience, even though individual areas 
report no significant problems. 

this situation is fundamentally a matrix problem. How does It ensure accountability  
in an environment where each person or area can, with justification, deny any responsibility  
for a problem? this lack of accountability can lead not only to unexpected service problems  
but also to confusion and finger-pointing when issues need to be identified and resolved.

figure B
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with end-user transaction monitoring, you can measure the cumulative impact of performance 
problems across the infrastructure supporting the business process. Furthermore, the data 
collected will better enable It to determine the scope of the problem and quickly resolve 
it—before the customer call center is flooded with complaints.

SeCtiON �

Business Benefits

regain Lost Customer Visibility
a specific example illustrates the business benefits of end-user transaction monitoring.  
In the days before web-based transactions, warren, one of the premium customers  
of a brokerage firm, would drop by its retail location to execute a “buy stock” transaction. 
when working face-to-face, the broker knew immediately when warren’s transaction  
request had been submitted successfully, both from the business and the customer viewpoint. 

with today’s web-based transactions however, the physical brokerage is disconnected from 
the online process and the broker does not know the success or quality of the transaction. 
what happens if warren is having a problem submitting his “buy” transaction and receives 
the message, “please try again” after every attempt? Did the brokerage receive warren’s buy 
order? How long did it take to complete warren’s transaction? Did warren receive the service 
level he expected? Because the brokerage application is now the first line of communication 
with customer, these are questions that It and business stakeholders must know how  
to answer in every instance, whether there is a problem or not. 

By monitoring all buy transactions through an end-user transaction monitoring solution,  
It gains immediate visibility into critical factors that the business needs to know: who  
is experiencing the problem (warren), the type of customer (premium), the transaction  
he is executing (buy), the type of problem he is experiencing (unable to submit request),  
and the business impact of the problem (lost trading commission).

work Collaboratively with it
with insight gained from an end-user transaction monitoring solution, It then quickly 
communicates this information to the business which, in turn, proactively reaches out  
to warren before he calls the support center. It uses this information to identify the scope  
of the problem (Are all premium customers affected?), diagnose the problem (Where  
is the performance bottleneck?) and resolve the problem once the component is identified.  

traditionally, the business has not relied on It to provide this type of real-time insight  
into user experiences. It had a direct, one-to-one relationship with the business. Business 
people were the primarily users of It systems and were It’s “customers.” Further, It  
translated business’s requirements into the language of It and it wasn’t necessary for business  
to know that language—they only needed to know whether the systems they needed were  
up and running properly. while owning customer relationships might be an unfamiliar role  
for It, monitoring all web-based transactions and gaining insight into the end-user experience 
enables It to partner with the business and provide the critical end-user transaction visibility 
necessary to maintain the highest levels of customer satisfaction, employee productivity,  
and revenue streams.
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User-Based service-level Management

Measure real User experience
properly designed and implemented, an effective end-user transaction monitoring solution 
provides a highly granular, user-based perspective for managing slas based on critical  
end-user activities such as login, account summary and buy transactions at the business 
process level. the ability to group users based on a variety of criteria and capture performance 
metrics down to the transaction component level makes it possible to accurately measure 
actual user experience against slas and report compliance in a business context that business 
stakeholders will understand. 

In addition, a robust monitoring solution should be able to provide more than traditional 
“average performance” metrics, which ignore outliers and do not give an accurate representation 
of overall online end-user experiences. these metrics also fundamentally ignore the impact  
of incidents on individual users by only providing aggregate statistics and overall system health.

In short, an effective end-user transaction monitoring solution should support disciplined sla 
management based on:

• Deep, end-to-end transaction visibility at both the business process and component level

• correlation of end-user slas with system-wide slas/olas 

• Flexible sla reporting specific to different user groups

• Better understanding of the relationship between backend system downtime and  
the end-user experience

• Deep integration with an sla management tool to model monitored business processes 
against established business slas

• Deep integration with a service Desk to ensure trouble tickets are triggered and prioritized 
based on slas
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It Benefits

enhance existing Management tools
an end-user transaction monitoring tool enables It to enhance existing management 
disciplines by adding deep visibility into end-users’ experiences, the health and availability 
of critical business processes, and the impact of the application infrastructure performance 
on slas. as a result, It can work more closely with business, providing better data and 
consistent, comprehensive reports that demonstrate how It is serving customers in alignment 
with business goals.

an effective end-user transaction monitoring product provides It with the following benefits: 

higher end-User Success rates
Real end-user monitoring enables It to track all critical user transactions on a 24/7 
basis and set proactive alerts that warn of out-of-bounds performance conditions before 
customer slas are compromised.  once alerted, support can prioritize the problems 
based on the business process, number and type of user impacted, and quickly direct  
the problems to the correct department for resolution before additional users experience 
the same problem. 

figure C

Example of scorecard showing 
business process success against 
service level agreements. 
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higher availability and performance
Real-time transaction monitoring enables It to detect problems that affect customers 
before the support center gets swamped with user calls. It operations can quickly understand 
who is impacted, what the cost to the business is, and why the problem arose. In addition, 
It can build a history of performance for baselining and for predicting future problems. 
Based on this information, applications can become highly available and better performing 
over time.

Greater productivity
End-user and business transaction monitoring provides the Business and It with a common 
view, tool set and language to better understand and enhance the customer experience.  
the It team can provide the business with the information necessary to proactively reach 
out to affected users while the different It groups can collaborate on problem solving using 
a single set of performance data. the ability of a robust end-user monitoring solution to 
instantly diagnose the problem tier streamlines and accelerates the resolution process.

automatiC diagnosis

  

Furthermore, an end-user transaction monitoring solution improves collaboration among  
It stakeholders, delivering the following key benefits for each area of It management. 

figure d

Monitoring key business processes 
from the end-user viewpoint aids  
problem diagnosis.
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empower your it team

RolE aDVantaGE BEnEFIt

application managers Increasing efficiency  
by assigning the problem  
to the right person. 

when end-users have issues, 
application managers can drill 
down immediately to root cause 
component. they can also  
measure the performance and 
impact of application outages  
and quality lapses.

systems managers prioritizing problem 
resolution and increasing 
efficiencies.

when end-users have issues, 
systems managers can drill down 
instantly into the system that served 
their requests. Managers can  
also dispatch end-user problems  
to the right set of systems  
managers immediately. 

Help desk managers Enhancing service  
with real-time,  
user-specific data. 

when a user calls, the help desk 
manager can immediately look  
up any application issues the user 
has had in the past, based on their 
name or other identifiers. 

additionally, an end-user monitoring 
tool can proactively open tickets 
before users call.

network managers Improving network problem 
resolution based on the 
end-user perspective.

when network performance 
fluctuates, end-user monitoring lets 
network managers know exactly 
which transactions and which users 
are being affected and determine 
whether the network is at fault. 

figure e

Every team within It can benefit  
from end-user monitoring.
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How ca wily can Help
ca wily customer Experience Manager (cEM) is a leading real-time end-user transaction 
monitoring product. supporting multiple applications, procedures and technologies across  
the infrastructure, this product helps optimize the end-user experience by allowing It teams to:

• DEtEct anD aGGREGatE transaction errors and performance problems 

• pRIoRItIZE incidents based on business impact

• QUIcKly dispatch problem for resolution

• EstaBlIsH, tRacK anD REpoRt on slas

Optimizing the User experience with CeM 
cEM can detect when an end-user experiences a performance problem or transaction error. 
alerts can be generated based on specific errors and thresholds for groups of end-users, 
business transactions, or groups of end-users for a particular business transaction.  
once a transaction violates a threshold, cEM will capture it and aggregate similar defective 
transactions into an incident.

cEM calculates the business impact from incidents based on the criticality of a specific 
business transaction, the importance of the users involved, and the severity of the problem.  
once a certain business impact level is reached, cEM automatically triggers evidence 
collection from ca wily Introscope®, the industry-leading application performance 
management tool, as well as routers, switches, and other infrastructure components. this 
snapshot of evidence aids problem resolution since it is done immediately and in the context  
of the end-user’s problems. 

Based on slas set for end-user transactions, such as number of users impacted or rate  
of defects, an incident in cEM will automatically create a helpdesk ticket. with out-of-the-box 
integration with ca Unicenter service Desk® the ticket is created at the specified request area 
in service Desk complete with a URl link to cEM and Introscope triage and diagnostic 
information in the application infrastructure supporting the transaction. the help desk 
representative can immediately access critical information about the nature, severity  
and business impact of the incident and provide root-cause information to application  
support specialists.

the specialist can then drill down into cEM’s smartchart to quickly troubleshoot the problem. 
smartchart graphically depicts cEM’s predictive analysis of the infrastructure tier most likely 
to have caused the problem based on the number and variability of defects in each tier for 
each business transaction. If necessary, the specialist can drill-down with one click to further 
isolate issues based on time spent in the client, network, web server, application server, logic, 
and backend.  
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additionally, cEM has the ability to report critical end-user activities within a business 
context. cEM’s ability to monitor critical business processes such as the buy transaction 
enables business managers to regularly run reports and analytics to more accurately measure 
end-user success and accurately report sla compliance to executive leadership.

Furthermore, cEM can group end-users based on URl strings or Http header attributes—
such as customer code, phone type, location, robot, etc.—and then produce sla reports  
for each of these groups. 

Support Corporate initiatives
to help with continuous improvement and reduction in variance as required by quality 
initiatives such as six sigma, cEM presents end-user experience data through a percentile 
distribution or “box whisker” graph. average-performance metrics ignore outliers and do not 
give an accurate representation of overall online end-user experience. However, percentile 
distribution metrics provide detailed analysis of transactions within a business process 
using statistics such as min, max, median, and six sigma quality metrics such as yield and 
defects per million transactions. these metrics provide a true representation of the end-user 
experience, helping you to focus your resources on reducing variance while delivering  
a consistent, online experience to customers, suppliers, partners and employees. 

Built-in reportingfigure f

cEM can automatically generate 
and distribute sla, quality and 
performance reports in pDF via email. 
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cEM’s ability to fit into your processes and interact with existing systems enables your 
organization to successfully implement ItIl processes. cEM’s capabilities are essential for 
effective implementation of ItIl’s service Desk and Incident Management disciplines, which 
require live data on customer experiences, transaction quality, transaction success/failure 
rates, as well as evidence collection and business impact analysis for rapid problem solving.

Key Ca wily Cem CapaBilities 

capaBIlIty FUnctIon

support for off-the-shelf  
web applications

works with web-based applications from leading vendors, 
including siebel, oracle®, Microsoft® and others.

support for custom  
web-Based applications

works with any web-based application using Http(s), web 
services, or XMl, whether built on Java, .nEt, mainframe  
or other technology.

Monitor transactions  
at the End-User level

Understand exactly which end-users were impacted  
by login ID, user name and user group affiliation. 

calculate Business  
Impact analysis

calculates the business impact of poorly performing 
transactions, enabling efficient, business-prioritized It 
problem solving. 

on-Demand  
Evidence collection

automatically collects evidence from hardware, software, 
network components and deep diagnostics tools like  
ca wily Introscope at the time of an end-user impacting  
event to facilitate problem analysis.

capture page content captures all end-user inputs when a transaction performance 
or quality problem occurs that may be critical to resolving 
non infrastructure-related problems.

sla Management Generates sla compliance reports by business process, 
business transaction, or end-user groups.

Zero Risk Installation Installs as a passive network listener and does not introduce 
latency or overhead into the infrastructure.

figure g

cEM empowers It to ensure superior 
end-user experience. 
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conclusion
Moving critical business functions to the web has many advantages but also some 
significant, unintended consequences. Because It now provides services directly to customers, 
employees, and trading partners through the web, business stakeholders have lost touch 
with their customers and lack the visibility they need to ensure end-user satisfaction and 
the attainment of revenue goals. It must embrace a new reality—that they are in many 
ways closest to the end-user experience and that they need to adopt an effective end-user 
monitoring strategy. By monitoring critical end-user business transactions as they move 
through the web application infrastructure, It can share critical intelligence with business 
stakeholders and better manage application performance and availability. In this way, 
the organization can work collaboratively to achieve common objectives: superior service 
delivery, end-user satisfaction and assurance of revenue streams.

the ca advantage
ca wily cEM is a critical component of ca’s application performance Management suite  
of industry-leading products to manage the performance and availability of applications, 
portals and service-oriented architectures (soas). 

Because cEM integrates with virtually any tool or process, it contributes to ca’s larger 
vision of Enterprise It Management (EItM), enabling organizations to unify and simplify It 
management across the enterprise. 

to find out more about customer Experience Manager or other products from  
ca wily technology, email wily-info@ca.com, visit www.wilytech.com, or contact  
one of our worldwide offices.

us / Canada europe asia / pacific
1 888 GEt wIly +44 (0) 1753 577733 +65 6337 2822
+1 650 534 9400



ca, one of the world’s largest information technology (It) 
management software companies, unifies and simplifies  
the management of enterprise-wide It for greater business 
results. our vision, tools and expertise help customers  
manage risk, improve service, manage costs and align their  
It investments with their business needs.

ca wily technology is the market-leading provider  
of Enterprise application Management solutions.  
By delivering end-to-end visibility into customer 
transactions in real time, products from ca wily 
technology enable companies to successfully manage  
the health and availability of their critical web applications 
and infrastructure. ca’s collaborative management 
approach allows enterprises to rapidly detect and diagnose 
application slowdowns and failures, and better assess  
the impact of application performance on business success. 
this means better customer service, more stable revenue 
streams, and higher It productivity.
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